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”wargaming isn’t about prediction”

� wargames do not provide a solid foundation for high-
confidence predictions, because
� n=1 (usually)
� modelling/ V&V challenges

� especially outside the kinetic realm

� player idiosyncrasies and group dynamics
� practical and resource constraints

� wargamers (and many diplomats, intelligence analysts, 
and others) are also anxious to deny they do predictions, 
in case they turn out to be wrong

� however, wargames are about plausible futures: how they 
might occur, and what effect they might have
� any determination of plausibility is inherently predictive



but what about “black swans”?

� Nassim Taleb (2010) on the “ludic fallacy” 
� life isn’t like the neatness of games: there is inadequate 

information, too much inherent unpredictability, and normal 
distributions fail to adequately reflect the importance of low 
probability/high impact events

� …therefore:
� prediction is problematic
� we should build robust, adaptive systems rather than have 

faith in our ability to anticipate the unanticipated



all swans matter

� DRDC/PCO study of Canadian intelligence forecasts 
(Mandel, Barnes and Richards 2014) found that analysts’ 
predictions were accurate around 90% of the time.



Central Intelligence Agency, A Tradecraft Primer: Structured Analytic 
Techniques for Improving Intelligence Analysis(2009) 



“ersatz history and ersatz people”

� Robert Levine critique (RAND, 
1964)
� games are seductive, and cause 

players to confuse plausibility with 
probability

� players aren’t playing as their real-
life counterparts

� no mechanism for determining 
relative probability for scenarios

� Levine argues that crisis games are:
� cannot test hypotheses
� poor for determining posture
� OK as input for planning
� might work well for other (generally, 

non-analytical) things https://www.rand.org/pubs/papers/P7719.html



the challenge of game analysis

� The DIRE STRAITS games at Connections UK 2018 
highlighted another problem—that of divergent game 
analysis.
� Participants may walk away from the game with different 

lessons.
� Analysts may disagree regarding game findings.







gaming and good forecasting

� What does research on forecasting and predictive 
judgment tell us (Brynen 2017)?
� cognitive styles and bias matters—and may matter as much, 

or more, than subject matter expertise (Tetlock 2005; Tetlock
and Gardner 2015, Good Judgment Project)

� crowd-sourcing and aggregation improves forecasting 
(Tetlock and Gardner 2015)
� importance of diversity and team management (Brynen 2017)

� Bayesian updating is important (Silver 2012, Tetlock and 
Gardner 2015,)

� roleplaying improves forecasting, and out-performs “role 
thinking” (Green 2002, Green and Armstrong, 2011).

� critical accountability improves performance (Good 
Judgment Project)



gaming and good forecasting

� Wargames can be a useful adjunct to other forecasting 
methods, encouraging participants to see the problem in 
other ways, providing a mechanism for crowd-sourcing, 
red-teaming assumptions, and encouraging new insights.

� The group dynamics associated with the game may also 
encourage reframing, network-building, and other 
desirable ancillary developments. 



I found the Iraq simulation an interesting exercise. The methodology might be 
adaptable for the purposes of thinking about analytical issues related to Iraq. 
It is a good way to induce analysts to think about aspects of the situation that 
they might not consider otherwise or look at differently.

However, I wouldn’t see it an alternative to an analytical discussion session, 
but rather as a preliminary step. The model I would see is a two-part session, 
starting with 2-3 hours for the simulation and then continuing with another 
couple of hours of discussion revolving around lessons and insights inspired by 
the game.

intelligence insights from ISIS CRISIS



The game by itself has limited analytical usefulness. Inevitably, players 
get caught up in the competitive game aspect of the simulation and take 
whatever steps they can think of to “win,” quibbling about the game 
mechanics, making unrealistic moves, etc. Some players might get too 
personally invested in the game and lose sight of the fact that the purpose is 
to get a deeper understanding of the situation and to think differently than 
they normally would about it. For example, the reasons put forward for the 
success or failure of a move are not necessarily well thought-out in the heat 
of the fray. One possible way around this would be to require the players 
to list in writing their arguments for and against a move: this would slow things 
down just a bit and hopefully inspire better arguments. It would also have the 
advantage of providing a record of the arguments for the later discussion.
.

intelligence insights from ISIS CRISIS



The true value of the game would be to provide the basis for a structured 
discussion afterwards. This could include discussion of several things, 
including:
� Insights from players on aspects of the simulation that surprised them: do they now 

have a different impression of the strategic situation of one or more sides, of the 
tactical options available to them (and the restraints they are under), a different 
understanding of the overall balance of forces, etc.

� A more considered discussion of the pros and cons for each of the (major) moves 
during the simulation: were all of the relevant factors considered, were they given 
proper weighting, etc. This is where a written record of the arguments would be useful, 
recorded either by the players at the time and given to the umpire, or compiled by 
neutral observers.

� Thoughts from the players on the goals being pursued by their side; their goals may 
well have shifted as the game progressed. The introductory notes outlining the 
situation for each side logically contain general guidance on what that side should 
be seeking to accomplish, but I must say that in my case I did not pay much attention 
to the notes and leaped in with my own views on what I wanted to achieve. I think a 
subsequent discussion of actual and game goals would have been useful.

Overall, a very interesting exercise, and one that has forced me to rethink my 
previous (rather negative) views of the potential usefulness of simulations in 
intelligence analysis.

intelligence insights from ISIS CRISIS
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